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About us
Our team members (5 people) have years of experience each in their field, recently 2
new members have been incorporated with years of experience in the crypto industry.
We fully apply the experience acquired from all of us for the
development of Haxida-Labs.
The project started with some developers and crypto industry
enthusiasts discussing the interaction and compatibility of popular blockchains and the
problems they may currently suffer from.
The high fee paid to miners, the blockages suffered by the network when it is saturated,
etc.
We decided to organize ourselves to try in some way, to contribute something existing,
but serve to solve the current existing problems.
We are very excited about this new project and we hope that in 2 years from now,
Haxida will be a benchmark in the community.
This is a long-term project, although depending on market demands, times may go
much faster than expected.
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Transparency
We want to be transparent, we are not just another meme coin.
We have not come with the intention of deceiving anyone.
The team, as in any other token, has its accounts destined for the
project (Marketing and Jobs) that will be in charge of financing
everything that comes from now on.
By dividing the percentages between the team accounts, we have created
2 new accounts (Payments and Several) with which we will face other
expenses that could appear.

We have resigned from the contract, liquidity locked for one year, released and source code
verified.

Goals and vision
Haxida was born with a single idea in mind, to develop its own
Ecosystem based on Blockchain technology and an improvement of the present.
There is a real problem with network fees, Haxida plans not to inherit
this common problem today.
We want to develop our own ecosystem, our own market tools, help the
community and provide what is required according to demand.
We have started completely from scratch.
Without resources, in a humble way trying to make our way thanks to
the token and the funds that have been allocated for the project.
Our project ending up being a reality and getting to complete
the phases that we have proposed, will depend on the community and the
acceptance we have.
Step by step, but firmly, we will evolve if the community
allows us.
All our work will always be available on github.com, it will be open
source, so we hope that other developers will join us at Haxida-Labs
in the future so that we can continue to look at higher goals.
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Distribution
Name:

Haxida

Ticker:

HAX

Decimals:

8

Total Supply:

100,000,000,000,000

Contract:

0xbC718075f36A37459D855BDaAc5a3F057Eb2D98b

-------------------------------------------------------Creator:
Address:
Destination:

4%
0xf2FCfde0753e6e22304e066E4441B5B3C4339B1a
Invest in the project, make payments, etc.

--------------------------------------------------------Resources:
Address:
Destination:

4%
0x7e4d31D3D92941a0C9A36850Cf4db347450a0b39
Marketing, resources, etc.

--------------------------------------------------------Jobs:
Address:
Destination:

4%
0x4E93Dbe9349d8eD0085A44A1c81079672261c242
Finance the costs of jobs to be carried out.

--------------------------------------------------------Payments:
Address:
Destination:

4%
0x5f337b5ec7E1a17c171409adD790a7d3769668D6
Unexpected payments that may arise.

--------------------------------------------------------Several:
Address:
Destination:

4%
0x339443ded594B50f22Ec75f46DE6e457bA5A1846
Reserve / support of the funds.

---------------------------------------------------------
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LOCK LIQUIDITY
Liquidity has been initially locked for a year, it will surely expand to 4/5 years in the
future.
Check: Mudra Manager
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Do your own research
Check: Token Sniffer

BSC:0xbc718075f36a37459d855bdaac5a3f057eb2d
98b
Swap Analysis
✔ Token is sellable (not a honeypot) at this time
✔ Buy fee is less than 5% (0%)
✔ Sell fee is less than 5% (0%)

Contract Analysis
✔ Verified contract source
✔ No prior similar token contracts
✔ Ownership renounced or source does not contain an owner contract

Holder Analysis
✔ Creator wallet contains less than 5% of token supply (4%)
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Contact
We are updating you on our work in progress and related industry news. Always happy
to answer your questions.
Email: haxidatoken@gmail.com

This document is subject to change.
The Haxida team has rights to change or modify any content of this document.
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